PROFORCE SURVIVAL PRODUCTS
PROFORCE ARMY FIRE
STEELS & STRIKER
Easy and safe to use – Used by Swedish
Special Forces – Will light a fire or ignite the fuel
in a camping stove in rain or snow – Generates
a 3000 C spark – Approved, preferred and
recommended by Survival Experts Worldwide.
Approx. 12,000 Strikes
P/N 13-08794............$10.20

PROFORCE COMMANDO
WIRE SAW
The strongest (over 100 lbs breaking strain)
and most effective wire saw available. Cuts
through wood, plastic, bone and even soft
metals. Constructed using 8 strands of
interwoven stainless steel wire, will easily
reach inaccessible places. Attach rope to split
rings on each end to cut higher branches. 24”
sawing edge. Can also be used as a snare.
Many uses for the outdoor and house. Retail
Packaged.............P/N 13-08795..............$6.95

PROFORCE MARINE
SAFETY WHISTLE

High pitched signaling whistle. NATO
approved. One piece construction with lanyard
hole. Bright Orange. Made in the UK. Ideal for
Survival Kits.........P/N 13-08801..............$1.35

RESPONSE PACK
When travelling light, or when you may need
to move out in a hurry, it pays to keep all
your essential items together, with a place for
everything this multifunctional carry case also
doubles as a fanny pack, or as the British would call it, a bum bag. We
use the same heavy duty materials in the Response Pak as we do in
our series of backpacks. The Response Pak has a multitude of hidden
internal storage pockets. The Response Pak has quickly become a
favorite among military members as a great little med bag, perfect for
those vital items each soldier needs. Supplies are NOT included.
Olive.............................................................P/N 13-10261............$24.65
Black.............................................................P/N 13-10262............$26.50

THE SNAPPER CANOPY
ESCAPRE TOOL
The Snapper (Tool for canopy escape to break shards of plastic after flipover for escape). This tool was developed specifically for the RVs. This
little tool could really save the day in the event of a flip over in your RV.
We learned that almost all flip overs result in the canopy being broken
and cracked. At first glance one would say that is a good thing, and
should help facilitate a speedy exit...............P/N 05-12378..............$8.95

BRITE STRIKE ULTIMATE PILOT
LIGHTED SURVIVAL KNIFE
The hollow ground blade is hand finished to a razor
sharp edge. Spring Assisted Opening is best in class. 45 lumen minialuminum LED white light. The light can be quickly removed from the
body of the knife and operated independently. The rare earth magnetic
base allows the light to be mounted on the blade for a 90 degree light. A
second aluminum mini flashlight with red LED is included. Both LED mini
flashlights are waterproof IXP-6...................P/N 13-16428..........$124.95
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FLIGHT OUTFITTERS MULTI-TOOL
PROFORCE HEAVY DUTY
BUNGEE CORDS
Ideal for securing cargo, packs and just about
anything. Great for shelter building. Heavy duty 30”
long x 5/16” in diameter with black plastic coated
hooks. Sold in 4 packs. Color: Olive
P/N 13-08803..............$6.80

PROFORCE EMERGENCY
SIGNAL MIRROR
Robust high impact plastic. Easy to use with one
hand. Suns reflection can be seen for many miles.
Floats if accidentally dropped in water. Retail
Packaged. Measures 2” x 3”.
P/N 13-08796..............$6.80

PROFORCE COMBAT
SURVIVAL TIN

Originally designed for the British SAS.
Tightly packed in a useful metal tin. Contents
include compass, whistle, candle, fishing
kit, waterproof survival instructions, wind &
waterproof matches, pencil, sewing kit, multi
use flexible wire saw w/ split rings (can be used
as a bow saw or snare wire), water tablets, safety pins, fire lighting flint
and striker and multifunctional knife w / fold out scissors. Assembled in
the US. Contents may vary..........................P/N 13-08802............$29.75

US AIR FORCE
SURVIVAL HANDBOOK
Written for use in formal United States Air Force
survival training courses, the U.S. Air Force Survival
Handbook is the bible for pilots who want to stay
alive—no matter what. 592 Pages.
Standard Size 8.5” x 11”
P/N 13-08790............$15.50

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

Why carry a toolbox when you can have all
the essential tools right at your fingertips? This
Multi-Tool has everything you need for quick
repairs. Needle nose pliers deploy with a touch
of a button, making one-hand operations.
Durable stainless steel tools with an anodized aluminum handle will be
a perfect addition to your flight bag. Packaged in a Gift box and includes
a carrying case.............................................P/N 13-22076............$29.95

FLIGHT OUTFITTERS PILOT SURVIVAL KNIFE
The Pilot Survival Knife is more than just a blade.
This knife was designed to be the perfect side-kick
accessory for pilots. In addition to the two-in-one blade
design, there is a built-in LED flashlight on the top of the knife.
The handle also features a seatbelt cutter, a glass breaker tool,
and a clip to secure the knife on a belt or bag. All of these features
are neatly contained within the rugged yet attractive grey and black handle.
Two-in-one blade design, Integrated LED Flashlight, Seatbelt cutter, Glass
breaker tool, and Belt Clip..............................P/N 13-20665............$29.95

BRITE STRIKE SURVIVAL LIGHT PACK
Brite Strike Survival Pack. This pack lasts for
200 plus hours, can be seen up to 1 mile and
has 3 different modes. These are waterproof,
dustproof and shockproof. Comes with a heavy
duty 3m® Adhesive Back. Six different colors. Includes: 2 Green, 2 Ir 2
Red 2 White, 1 Blue, and 1 Amber...............P/N 13-16429............$49.95
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BRITE STRIKE EXECUTIVE PRECISION
LIGHTING INSTRUMENT
The EPLI™ is the perfect lighting instrument for
any outdoor adventure. Super bright, waterproof
and shockproof, it slips easily in a day pack or
pocket. The EPLI™ has a strobe setting that can be used for
SOS signaling and runs on easy to find low cost AAA batteries. Slim and
sleek LED penlight made of high grade aircraft aluminum with a graphite
anodized finish. The EPLI™ has the heart of a true rugged outdoor
flashlight.......................................................P/N 13-16430............$69.99
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BRITE STRIKE BRITE-RESCUE
SIGNALING SYSTEM
Brite-Rescue™ is an emergency lighted signaling
system. Its ultra-compact size of 1.5” x 5” easily fits
into the neoprene pouch and unrolls to 10’ long. It
has 6 international amber APALS-AIR® light strips, 2
photo-luminescent tape strips, 2 Solas radar reflective
tape strips, and offers over 200 hours of signalling
capabilities, or a total of 1200 hours if used individually.
The APALS-AIR® has two strobe modes, a steady on
and can be turned off and reused. The LED’s can be
seen for 2 horizontal miles and 3 miles by air. It can be used on land and
floats on water, so don’t take off on your outdoor adventure without one.
P/N 13-21092............$69.95
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